This article explores the postmodern psychotherapeutic view of the therapist as a non-expert. The author seeks to draw an analogy between the professional expertise and knowledge of the reference librarian and the expertise of the psychotherapist, with special reference to the postmodern idea of the posture of non-expertise. Reference librarians will provide a higher degree of user satisfaction to patrons when the reference interview is approached as a collaborative and dialogic process that is grounded in the attitude of non-expertise. The stance of the reference librarian as non-expert will move the profession of librarianship away from the technocrat/expert model and back towards its earlier mission of service and human-centered values.
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Psychology and Postmodernism
Along with many other disciplines, the field of psychology (especially the subdisciplines of social psychology and clinical psychology, and the general practice of psychotherapy) experienced a postmodern awakening. 11 Psychotherapy originated with Freud and his followers as an individualistic and psychodynamic discipline. Later, family therapists came to see the individualistic therapy model as incomplete and superficial. Systemic psychotherapists, building on systems theory, saw therapy as encompassing not only the family but also broader social networks and even entire communities as important pieces in the greater family system. 12 Postmodern therapeutic models moved away from finding pathology in the family (the medical model derived from Freud) to finding solutions and ways of connecting within a system. Under the original psychotherapeutic models espoused by Freud and his followers, individuals seeking clinical help from a psychoanalyst were assumed to be sick. Systemic family therapy improved this model somewhat, but the entire family was still viewed as dysfunctional. Postmodern therapies have shifted away from this pathological model and instead focus on positive attributes that can help change a family or an individual.
Postmodern psychotherapy recognizes that nothing is neutral in life. The therapist is not neutral, the client is not neutral, the family is not neutral, and society is not neutral.
Instead of acceding to the myth of neutrality, the postmodern therapist works with the biases and inner stories of the client to create a new, healthier reality.
Instead of replacing the "faulty" narratives of the client with the "superior" 5 narratives of the therapist, postmodern therapists seek to assist the client in constructing new and healthier life stories through relational discourse. According to one psychologist, "the therapist becomes a collaborator, a co-constructor of meaning." 13 The therapist is no longer the "expert" who can interpret reality for the client. Instead, the therapist and the client work together to build on each other's expertise.
Expertise and Postmodernism
The concept of "expert" is a decidedly modern idea. It has its roots in ancient classical thought, and it matured during the middle ages, but the view that one could lay claim to mastery over a particular domain fully blossomed first during the Renaissance and then later in the age of rationalism. The modern view of expertise reached its zenith when philosophers and scientists of the early twentieth century embraced the idea of positivism.
The "modern" view of knowledge and expertise is that these entities are objective and separate from the people who make use of them. Knowledge is independent of the knower. It privileges, legitimizes, and empowers those with knowledge, especially special or esoteric knowledge. Knowledge cumulates throughout history, resulting in "univocal metadiscourses" which are much more important to the modernist than personal experiences and individual narratives. 14 Postmodernists generally hold a qualified view of expertise in light of political and other biases that might cloud and distort the expert's vision. 15 Anderson writes, somewhat pejoratively, that "experts hold a dualistic, hierarchical position in which their knowledge supersedes clients' marginal or everyday nonprofessional knowledge." 16 
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To the postmodernist, expertise is inextricably tied to knowledge and power.
Freedman and Combs argue that the discourse of a culture determines what knowledge is true and right in that culture, so "those who control the discourse control knowledge. At the same time, the dominant knowledge of a given milieu determines who will be able to occupy its powerful positions."
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Expertise and Power
Postmodernists believe that expertise and knowledge are not value-neutral. On the contrary, expertise develops out of "social relations within which power is mediated and reproduced." 18 Thus, power and authority are at the center of expertise. The professional expert typically sets the agenda for any work that is to be done on behalf of the client; this in itself assumes a powerful, "one up" stance for the expert and a dependent, "one down" stance for the client.
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In the modern view of expertise, the client is dependent on the expert, who stands in a hierarchically superior position. 20 The expert is essentially "one up" on the client.
This dynamic has been seen by some as "a form of practice that maximizes professional control to maximize professional self-interest." 21 In most professional work, especially those where the clients are unsophisticated and relatively powerless, the professional acts as a monopolistic gatekeeper to both resources and knowledge to create an impenetrable façade that few if any clients can overcome. 22 Another aspect of expertise that creates a one up structure is the language that experts use. Specialized knowledge is often unintelligible to the layman, especially when it is conveyed using technical jargon. 23 Non-experts generally are deferential to experts. They do not challenge the judgment of the expert or ask for explanations beyond what the expert is willing to give.
The expert is thus autonomous. 24 This deference sometimes causes resentment and fear on the part of the non-expert. 25 However, the expert's authoritative stance may also provide a semblance of comfort for the client, and thus makes it easy for the client to give up the right to make judgments and decisions. 26 The postmodern relationship between an expert and a client is not based on hierarchical differences between the two individuals. Rather, it is based on mutual respect and a desire to learn through conversation. Schon 27 pioneered the idea of the "reflective practitioner" whose relationship with the client was more like a conversation between peers than a hierarchical monologue. should be technically competent and credentialed when necessary, the expert's authority is based on her ability to demonstrate special knowledge through client interaction.
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The postmodern concept of expert should be thought of as a type of interaction rather than embedded in a person. Experts, in the postmodern framework, exist only because there is someone who has a particular kind of knowledge for which someone else has a need.
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Expertise in Psychotherapy
From a "modern" point of view, the psychotherapist is one up. He is a "metaknower" of pathology and an authority on the way that people should live their lives. Anderson and Levin write that "as therapists draw from professionally and culturally legitimized psychotherapy knowledge or narratives, their voices are privileged over their clients." 31 Medical practice (from which psychotherapy is derived) is rooted in the modern model of expertise, which fosters "hierarchical and dualistic structures and expertnonexpert relationships." 32 The physician holds privileged information, and the patient must almost always defer to the physician's greater knowledge, skill, and experience, which is "often private and unavailable to a patient."
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Like physicians, psychotherapists are often perceived as having a level of 9 knowledge and expertise that is miles above that of their patients. 34 But postmodern therapists recognize that there are two kinds of knowledge: esoteric (professional) knowledge, and shared knowledge. The question of professional knowledge versus shared knowledge thus becomes ethical in nature. The psychotherapist must decide which ethical stance he will take as a practitioner. 35 Postmodernism suggests that those in power are the ones who control the flow of information and who ultimately tell the stories. Thus, a therapist in the traditional therapeutic modality will control the narrative of her client, and therefore reflect more of her sense of reality than that of the client. 36 But a postmodern therapist will allow the client to control his own narrative and in so doing take responsibility for his own future. 37 Postmodern psychotherapeutic modalities seek to empower the client through a variety of means. Primary in this model is shared knowledge between the therapist and the client. The therapist "reveals" any "esoteric knowledge" that she may have, and the client in turn discloses any relevant information that he may have (which indeed may be critical to the successful outcome of the therapy).
Change in therapy comes from the partnership between client and therapist. The dialogic conversation that takes place in therapy forms the basis for a new identity for the client. The expertise of the therapist is not so much her knowledge of abstruse theories of the mind or complex diagnostic criteria but her ability to participate in the process of collaborative therapy. 38 Postmodern therapists believe in the idea of shared expertise. The client drives the conversation and tells his story. The therapist thinks of herself as a learner, not an omniscient, all-wise god. Therapy is fluid and mutual, and ultimately is a "shared inquiry" that "has a give-and-take, back and forth, crisscrossing nature." 39 It is collaboration in the best sense of the word. Collaborative relationships promote respectful and productive interactions. The stance that the postmodern therapist takes is one of openness and curiosity. This therapist sees therapy as "shared responsibility and accountability."
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In postmodern psychotherapy, the therapist takes a "not knowing" stance rather than a "knowledgeable" position. The therapist will thus ask open-ended questions rather than questions informed by her particular theoretical position and that require specific answers. In other words, the therapist allows the client's story to push the agenda rather than her own biases. "Not knowing" does not propose a naive or ignorant perspective, but rather that the therapist lay aside her assumptions and theoretical leanings and simply hear the client's story on his own terms. A more "knowledgeable" approach might validate the therapist's own pet theories but would de-legitimize the client's personal narrative. The therapist's knowledge, especially in relation to the client, is tentative and is open to change. 41 Postmodern therapies propose that clients take personal responsibility for their lives. The client has the authority, competence, and expertise to manage his own situation inventively and creatively. Anderson calls this aspect of postmodern therapy "self-agency." 42 Critics of the postmodern therapies assert that a "truly expert-free therapy" is not ideal and indeed not even possible. 43 But postmodern therapists respond that this 11 argument is a straw man. Psychotherapy in the postmodern view does not seek to be expert-free, but rather seeks to use one's expertise in a multidimensional way without resorting to hierarchical and authoritative models.
Expertise in Librarianship
Expertise in modern librarianship has been depicted in a number of ways. Some authors describe expertise in terms of effectiveness, 44 and often attempt to measure the level of performance. Others write about the role of the librarian in ascribing authority to information through the selection and acquisition process. 45 Crowley 46 speaks of the "tacit knowledge" of the librarian, which he defines as "the often-undocumented wisdom possessed by expert practitioners." 47 Some speak of the librarian's special knowledge. 48 Still others write about the authentication role of librarians. 49 "[S]ociety requires credible gatekeepers of information, and has entrusted some of that function to universities and its resident experts," 50 who include librarians.
Librarians often posture themselves as experts. 51 The library profession speaks of super searchers, expert systems, 52 knowledge navigators, master librarians, and subject expertise. 53 Typical of the discourse of librarian expertise is the following assertion:
"Academic librarians have retooled themselves continuously. Upgrading their knowledge, skills, and abilities, librarians now are experts in the use of new technologies." 54 It is clear that librarians, like other occupational groups, must make a commitment to acquiring technical skills and mastering foundational principles. 55 Training and experience (and ultimately intuition) generate expertise. Talent, capabilities, interests, intrinsic motivations, and "time to master the domain knowledge" all create expertise. 56 There are political ramifications to librarian expertise. According to some, a great deal of political capital could be gained if librarians were viewed as skilled experts. 57 The converse is true as well. Librarians may believe that a loss of status and prestige will result if the general public were to view them as "non-experts."
Reference Expertise
Reference librarians typically give three kinds of assistance to users:
bibliographical assistance (finding a book or document in the library or outside of the library); question answering (finding the answer to a specific, fact-based question); and selection assistance (recommending a book for a specific purpose).
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Librarians do not take part in (and indeed are proscribed from engaging in)
inference, synthesis, interpretation, or other kinds of evaluative activities. Librarians are prohibited by professional consensus from answering questions out of their own personal knowledge without verifying the answer from a recognized source. Similarly, reference librarians will usually not take personal responsibility for the accurate nature of the information they provide, since it comes from other sources and not from their own knowledge. 59 The alleged 55% success rate in reference transactions, also known as "half right reference," has been discussed in the literature both by those who cite it as a fact of library life, 60 along with those who believe it does not accurately reflect the state of affairs at the reference desk. 61 68 shows that attitude and interpersonal skills are often just as important for reference librarians as information retrieval skills.
Knowledge Base of Librarianship
Expertise is often related to a professional knowledge base. The knowledge base of an occupation or profession is simply the cumulative social or technical knowledge necessary to perform in that particular occupation. It is the duty of the specialist to help maintain the knowledge base of his or her profession. "Initial mastery" of the knowledge base is a "minimal condition for entry into the occupational group." 69 However, this emphasis on knowledge must never lead to neglect of the applied aspects of any profession. Knowledge, especially in the professions, must be applied to be useful. In fact, for professionals, pure knowledge without application is an oxymoron.
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Professional knowledge often appears esoteric to outsiders simply because of the specialization involved and the "inevitable social distance created by a highly differentiated social structure." 71 However, a substantial knowledge base allows a profession to maintain a certain degree of autonomy, since outsiders cannot easily master its contents and practical application. with the technical skills that are often required and a commitment to free access to information, clearly make the argument for a theoretical knowledge base. 73 Others disagree, asserting that this ephemeral knowledge base is simply "a contrived mystique to keep the laity uninformed and powerless." There are a number of writers who deny the special nature of librarians' knowledge base. 75 Gwinup asserts that librarians are engaged in routine tasks most of the time. 76 Asheim states that librarianship has been inadequate in creating "an intellectually respectable body of knowledge and theory." 77 
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Despite the skeptics' denials, librarianship does appear to have a corpus of knowledge "accumulated over the past century." 78 However, it is undoubtedly safe to say that if indeed there is a knowledge base of librarianship, it is mostly derivative. That is, it borrows many of its ideas from other disciplines, such as social psychology and management science. Its intellectual core is made up of two distinct (but intertwined)
areas: classification and the theory of intellectual freedom. Some believe that the knowledge base of librarianship goes beyond a set of theoretical facts to include a unique combination of knowledge, skills, and attitudes.
Marchionini asserts that successful information seekers must have a wide variety of attributes, including general cognitive facility, domain expertise, system expertise, information-seeking expertise, and the ability to find patterns and develop strategies. 81 Clearly, librarians must have a broad spectrum of knowledge and talents. They must be literate, versatile, and highly skilled in evaluating, classifying, and retrieving information. 82 Their ancillary knowledge must include organizational, environmental, cultural, and physical structures of libraries. But the librarian must also have more fundamental knowledge, which relates to the function or role of the library. Librarians must know the content of the information, and they must know what their users want (and how their users seek information), and finally librarians must know how to put 16 information into the hands of their users. 83 The California Library Association, in a landmark document entitled "The Future of Librarianship", echoes these sentiments with the following statement: "The core professional expertise of librarianship is at the confluence of three areas --information, information technology, and users." 84 Shera writes that the knowledge base of librarianship primarily concerns the interaction between information seekers and information. 85 He distinguishes between academic specialists, such as physicists, chemists, or historians, and professional workers, such as librarians. Academicians must be intimately acquainted with three important areas: the theoretical framework of the field, the appropriate methods of research, and the major contributions to verified knowledge. But the professional is different. He or she must blend theory and practice, art and science. "If there is an excess of know-how the profession degenerates into a mere craft, while too much theory leads to the sterility of empty formalism." 86 All professions are necessarily interdisciplinary, but librarianship is perhaps the most so. Shera asserts that librarianship of all professions "is probably the most derivative and synthetic, is most dependent upon the more formal disciplines for the derivation of its own theoretical structure and its corpus of practice." 87 
Librarians, Expertise, and Positivism
There is a well-established belief within librarianship that libraries and library staff can be evaluated and measured quantitatively in terms of effectiveness and excellence in customer service and other aspects of library work. This idea, which Budd demonstrates is part of a long tradition of library research and practice, is directly related to the acceptance of positivism among librarians and library researchers. 88 The expertise of the librarian as seen from the positivistic perspective is another example of the influence of scientism on library praxis.
Another question that reflects the debate between positivism and postmodernism is whether knowledge is created or discovered. The "modern" view of traditional librarianship assumes that library users (researchers) are passive in their research in that they "discover" facts that "exist outside language and thinking," facts that "can, in principle, be discovered by anyone." 89 Critics of this perspective claim that research is actually an active process whereby knowledge is created through discourse or linguistics.
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Some believe that an expert stance, born out of positivism, is unhelpful to library clients. The positivistic and objectivist stance of traditional librarianship may create a disempowering climate for library users. 91 This traditional posture asserts that for every reference question there is a factual answer or a "best" source, for every information seeker there is a perfect query, and that for every book there is one ideal subject heading.
One author states that "library scholarship is becoming aware of the underlying positivist epistemological foundation for library science and how negative tensions and stereotypes arise from the polarizations that such a stance takes as axiomatic." 92 Another writes that we are "in danger of beginning to think of libraries as businesses that provide primarily electronic information and facts rather than materials to support humanistic knowledge and insight." 93 
Jargon and Expertise in Librarianship
The jargon of librarianship may contribute to an overemphasis on expertise among librarians. Several authors have commented on the technical language, acronyms, and buzz words that continually inundate the language of the library profession. 94 Naismith and Stein found that public encounters between librarians and patrons often include jargon. 95 In the reference interview, jargon may be an impediment to a successful transaction. The authors assert that "patrons misunderstand library terms approximately half of the time." 96 Another author contends that library jargon, often borrowed from the computer and business world, is impersonal, ugly, and obfuscatory. 97 While sometimes necessary for technical precision purposes, jargon does tend to reinforce the superior stance of the expert.
Librarians, Knowledge, and Emotional Expertise
Budd 98 has created a taxonomy of knowledge for librarians: practical knowledge, theoretical knowledge, and ethical knowledge. The three must be intertwined; they cannot be separated without a failure of some sort. A reference librarian with this kind of knowledge recognizes that a "just the facts" approach is lacking in many ways. She takes a holistic view of library encounters and puts a human face on the reference interview.
This attitude and behavior might be described as "emotional expertise."
The expertise of the reference librarian must go beyond familiarity with knowledge in general and a particular subject domain. It must include verbal skills, social psychological abilities, rudimentary quantitative skills, and a deep understanding of 19 modern society. 99 Reference librarians often use tacit knowledge and undocumented expertise, in that they tend to be intuitive and reflective practitioners. 100 The skills required of reference librarians are multi-faceted, and include various domains including the "technical, cognitive, and behavioral." 101 Communication of information is at the heart of the librarian's work. 102 A person with less knowledge but greater communication skills or intuition will provide better reference service, since "having a large store of knowledge does not guarantee the ability to formulate suitable answers." 103 A good reference librarian must be able to "adopt the standpoint of another and see what would suit his purpose. 104 Librarians must be good listeners and interpreters. They must use their intuition and be sensitive to the cues they receive from their clients. They must use good judgment in the reference interview. 105 Abilities in human relations or communication skills are necessary and critical to successful professional delivery of service, going beyond any rote knowledge or theoretical expertise that might be a more superficial requirement for the professional. This is clearly the case in reference librarianship. 106 Richardson 107 has compiled a number of "mental traits" that define the successful reference librarian. These include several attributes that are not traditionally associated with the concept of expert, such as dependability, courteousness, tact, interest in people, pleasantness, cooperativeness, poise, patience, neatness, helpfulness, empathy, sensitivity, and humor. Perhaps expertise in reference librarianship is related more to "emotional intelligence" than to traditional notions of intelligence.
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The Reference Librarian as Collaborative Psychotherapist
20
A comparison between therapists and librarians is not unheard of in the literature. 109 Both professions (psychotherapy and librarianship) are "helping" professions, both involve "conversations" between the "expert" and the client, and both professions seek to solve specific problems through "diagnosis" and "treatment." As McGowan and Dow note, "clinicians diagnose and manage medical problems" whereas "librarians diagnose and manage information problems." present in these encounters." 117 The human-centered aspects of reference librarianship must be foremost, especially as the world of information resources becomes more and more computer-oriented. 118 The non-expert stance of the librarian encourages sensitivity and humanity in the reference interview.
Just as in psychotherapy, there is a dialogic aspect to the reference interview. This interaction can either become a true conversation with many possibilities or a monologue limited to the librarian's point of view. If it is a dialogue, it must be an intentional act that consciously focuses on allowing other points of view into the conversation. 119 Librarians, like therapists, should pursue the empowerment of their patrons rather than the maintenance of their own power. 120 Most experts who render services do not change their clients; the service is rendered and the client moves on, often untouched by 22 the experience and still in an unequal relationship with the expert. But the librarian whose patron is still dependent even after instruction and guidance has failed in his or her professional capacity. 121 Just as the postmodern therapist strives to help create a self-sufficient client, so the reference librarian should focus on the innate or potential competence of the library user. 122 Bunge writes that "the reference librarian needs to believe the client is capable of recognizing his or her own need and of knowing when useful information has been found to serve it. One of the key concepts of client-centered helping … is that the professional approaches the client as competent and able, rather than as incompetent and needing manipulation." While collaborative, open-ended, and interactive reference interview techniques are important, the attitudinal posture of the librarian is even more crucial to a successful outcome of the process. The stance of the librarian as expert may convey an arrogant attitude to the patron and may result in intimidation, subservience, or antipathy. The nonexpert posture conveys acceptance and mutual respect, and is more likely to result in a successful outcome through collaborative efforts and shared expertise.
User Satisfaction and Reference Librarianship
Most user satisfaction studies in the library literature note the necessity of 24 interpersonal skills for high levels of customer satisfaction. Nitecki writes that the human-centered qualities of reliability, responsiveness, assurance, and empathy are all important criteria for user satisfaction. 124 Jardine found that users expressed satisfaction based on a number of factors, including "interest, confidence, friendliness, and enthusiasm." 125 Other attributes found necessary for user satisfaction include a friendly and approachable demeanor, 126 active listening abilities, 127 smiling and establishing eye contact, 128 and general interpersonal skills. 
The Postmodern Librarian as Non-Expert
In Umberto Eco's modern classic novel The Name of the Rose, one of the characters asserts that "the library is testament to truth and to error. is grounded in theory, rules, subject knowledge, and intuition. 132 In addition, reference librarians must demonstrate a high degree of emotional expertise, including empathy and other social competencies, if they are to be successful in the reference transaction.
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But there is a difference between practical expertise and the posture of "expertness." 134 Experts often alienate their clients with their privileged stance and superior attitude, which I call the "expert alienation syndrome." Clearly, reference librarians will wish to avoid this kind of client relationship.
In the final analysis, reference librarians should be more like postmodern therapists than modern experts, at least in terms of their attitudes and goals. They assist patrons in finding information, but they should not dictate the terms of the end to a successful search. Meeting the information needs of the client is foremost, not the nebulous "search for ultimate truth." Answering reference questions accurately is important, but in many ways attitudes, actions, and non-verbal communication are just as important as factual authenticity for quality reference service. 135 The postmodern posture of non-expert allows 26 reference librarians to focus on a full-orbed approach encompassing a collaborative style, a friendly demeanor, and an approachable presence, as opposed to a "just the facts" expert stance that may appear condescending and cold.
Most librarians probably do not think of themselves as arrogant in the way that they view information seeking. Yet, librarians often marginalize the idea of information seeking through personal contacts, despite studies that have shown that this method is how many researchers choose to search for information. 136 In the same way, browsing the stacks is a tried and true method of information seeking for many library patrons. The postmodern reference librarian, like the postmodern therapist, is interdependent and collaborative, not autonomous. 138 She puts herself on an equal plain with her clients, as opposed to the "one up" superior stance that is sometimes postured by "experts." She is willing to share her expertise and her knowledge, and does not attempt to keep this knowledge a mystery under the guise of "professional secrets" or proprietary information.
She values relationships over brute facts. 139 The postmodern librarian does not see herself as privileged due to her status and knowledge; indeed, this librarian is able to learn from her clients as much as they are able to learn from her.
The postmodern librarian, like the postmodern therapist, will ask open-ended questions in the reference interview. 140 She will take a "not knowing" stance and will allow the patron's story to push the agenda. She will share her expertise, not impose it.
She will acknowledge that cultural factors often shape the reality of the reference transaction. 141 She will focus on both content and process. Finally, the postmodern librarian will allow the library patron to take personal responsibility for his or her ultimate success in the information seeking process. 142 Librarians would do well to follow the "reflective practitioner" model as set forth by Schon. 143 The reflective practitioner "agrees to deliver competent performance to the limits of his capacity; to help the client understand the meaning of the professional's advice and the rationale for his actions, while at the same time he tries to learn the meanings his actions have for his client; to make himself readily confrontable by his client; and to reflect on his own tacit understandings when he needs to do so."
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With regard to expertise, the postmodern librarian will recognize that the reference desk is not an inherently neutral place. The reference librarian, whether or not she acknowledges it, holds a distinct advantage over most patrons by virtue of her professional status, knowledge, and education. This can lead to a "one down" situation where the patron hesitates (or refuses) to approach the reference desk, or where the patron becomes so intimidated by the librarian that a successful reference interview is impossible. 145 Most librarians will understand that this power dynamic is a potential barrier to the information seeking goals of the patron.
The reference interview is often viewed through the lens of the traditional medical model. 146 Thus, the reference librarian performs a diagnosis on the pathology (ignorance) of the patron and then prescribes treatment as well. The postmodern librarian will function more like a constructivist therapist, who learns from (as well as teaches) the client, and who assumes potential growth in the client instead of pathology. 147 It is certainly true that reference librarians do function in ways that are analogous to medical practitioners. They do perform a semblance of diagnosis, and they often do prescribe a form of treatment. However, reference librarians must avoid the quasiobjective expert stance of the librarian-pathologist if they are to succeed in facilitating the patron's innate abilities to find the information they need.
Postmodern librarians must avoid technocracy (rule of the technical experts). in the reference interview. 149 They stay away from jargon and "professional" terminology (which are often meaningless to the patron) and they carefully structure their questions and statements to avoid falling back into the one up position of the expert.
They attempt to demystify the library for the patron through an open and equal dialogue.
The postmodern librarian will recognize that professional resources and professional knowledge are not secret commodities to be protected or monopolized.
Instead, this librarian will seek to share these gifts with patrons in a relational, interdependent, and non-hierarchical manner. Coffey and Lawson write that "successful librarians are experts in their field who are able to shed their "expertness" (not expertise, but the attitude of expertise) in order to truly serve, and not alienate, their clientele." 150 
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Both knowledge of the library collection and an appreciation for the humanity of reference work are crucial to the success of the reference transaction. As Gorman has written, "lack of sympathy toward the library user can make even the most knowledgeable reference librarian ineffective." 151 
